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Here’s what we need someone w/ expertise to answer
(some Qs very obvious, but asking in basic terms gives
context):  
 
THREAD 
 
1. Is it possible in China to have an empire like Elaine
Chao’s father without deep coordination w/ &
subordination to state intelligence services?

Eric Lipton
@EricLiptonNYT

JUST POSTED: State Department staff in Beijing was alarmed: a 
TRUMP cabinet member was headed to China & planning 
meetings with Chinese officials that involved her family-which has 
hundreds of millions of $ in business interests in China. READ 
THE STORY nytimes.com/2019/06/02/us/…

9,170 11:54 PM - Jun 2, 2019

8,035 people are talking about this

A ‘Bridge’ to China, and Her Family’s Business, in the Trump C…
Elaine Chao has boosted the profile of her family’s shipping company,
which benefits from industrial policies in China that are roiling the
nytimes.com

2. How important is shipping - and shipping moguls - to the Chinese state and

economy?

3. In China - as far as the government is concerned, would the children of a powerful,

state-controlled, shipping mogul be considered assets of the state? Or would they be

able to refuse any state directives without their family’s business suffering

consequences?
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4. If two of those children (Elaine & Angela) married powerful men in the United

States (US Senator & top Venture Capitalist), is it reasonable to assume there is no

state influence on those relationships?

5. Is this bad? 

Would it go unnoticed by the Chinese government? 

Mitch McConnell’s Freighted Ties to a Shadowy Shipping Company

After drugs were found aboard the Ping May, a vessel owned by his wife’s family’s
company, Colombian authorities are investigating.

https://www.thenation.com/article/mitch-mcconnells-freighted-ties-shadowy-shipping-c…

6. What does it mean that Elaine Chao’s sister - and therefore Mitch Mcconnel’s

sister-in-law, Angela, was named to Bank of China’s board of directors ten days after

Trump’s election?
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